
The Beaten Path, A History !
Origin 
The origins of The Beaten Path   are shrouded in mystery. Certainly, by the time that the 1

Kingdom of Keoland had established dominion over the Sheldomar Valley, they were 
already there. The priesthood of Fharlanghn are a familiar site across the Flanaess, but it 
is only in the Sheldomar that this more militant arm of the faith became established. 

Among the brothers of The Beaten Path themselves, much weight is given to stories of 
Heredryr, though those stories come in many forms. Where they agree is in that Heredryr 
was a soldier who came late in life to the faith of Fharlanghn and thereafter dedicated 
himself to the protection of travellers. In doing so he gained the special favour of his 
patron, and in later years he took two apprentices, also former soldiers, who carried on 
his work. 

Whatever the truth or otherwise of Heredryr’s existence, the stories that grew around this 
figure proved popular and provided a skeleton upon which the strictures of The Beaten 
Path were erected. The brothers of the order held as their highest aims the protection of 
travellers upon the roads of the Sheldomar, the preservation of those roads from bandits 
and more feral dangers, and the maintenance of the shrines and shelters of Fharlanghn 
that are a familiar site upon these roads. Though they will happily share news gathered 
upon the road, they are guardians and warriors, not couriers. 

Though never a large enough group to guarantee the accomplishment of these goals on their 
own, they had much prestige during the flowering of Keoland’s chivalry. Keoland’s 
nobility were the order’s most notable patrons, providing funds for the construction of 
shrines and shelters, a warm hearth for brothers of the order passing through their lands, 
and on a relatively regular basis, younger sons and daughters to increase the order’s 
numbers. 

 This historical association with Keoland’s nobility has, in truth, done The Beaten Path as 
much harm as good in recent centuries. Keoland has shrunk from its greatest extent, and 
the order is no longer viewed in as friendly a manner as it might be in those lands where 
Keoish rule no longer holds sway. In Keoland, the sight of a brother or sister of The 
Beaten Path upon the road is a welcome and common one, but the further one strays from 
Keoland, the less true this is. !

Organisation 
There are two ranks within The Beaten Path. The junior rank is that of Aspirant of Heredryr, 

and those who hold this rank are invariably warriors or soldiers who have apprenticed 
themselves to more senior members, known as Wayfarers of Heredryr. This more senior 
rank consists of Aspirants of Heredryr who have been anointed as priests within the faith 
of Fharlanghn. 

Though The Beaten Path is ostensibly a subgroup within the priesthood of Fharlanghn, the 
dispersed nature of that faith means that it operates more or less independently. Members 
of The Beaten Path are welcome at shrines or temples of Fharlanghn where they exist and 
will invariably seek them out when their paths bring them close, but there is a key 
difference between priests of the faith and members of The Beaten Path: the former view 
travel as a good in itself and an act of worship for their patron, whereas the latter see 

!  The group is sometimes referred to as “The Brotherhood of the Beaten Path” but never by themselves. As 1

Heredryr is reported to have said: “We are not the travellers, we are the path upon which the travellers may 
safely walk.”



travel as an act required within their greater goal of preserving the safety of other 
travellers. 

Within Keoland, The Beaten Path still benefits from the patronage and goodwill of that 
nation’s nobility, providing regular and reliable support on their constant travels. In other 
lands, this support is fewer and farther between, and so The Beaten Path has to rely more 
upon the orthodox faith of Fharlanghn or upon more informal networks of support. 

Though small in number and often widely dispersed, the nature of The Beaten Path’s 
method of recruitment and training means that strong bonds of brotherhood exist within 
the order. Each Wayfarer of Heredryr is required to train at least two Aspirants during 
their lifetime, raising them to the rank of Wayfarer. However, the Wayfarer responsible 
for training an Aspirant cannot be the one who elevates them to the more senior rank. 
This ritual can only be performed when at least two Wayfarers are present: the trainer, to 
sponsor the Aspirant, and another to anoint them to their new rank. Thus, each new 
Wayfarer has close ties to at least two others, in addition to any others whom they may 
have been trained with. 

This method of recruitment and training, which has been retained throughout The Beaten 
Path’s history, has meant that the order has maintained a consistent, if small, membership 
throughout the years. Whenever members of the order meet upon the road, they will 
typically halt and break bread together, sharing stories of their travels and the dangers 
they have faced, as well as news of the order’s activities and the wider world. Thus the 
ties between the order’s members are maintained. !

Duties and Strictures 
The duties of members of The Beaten Path are simple: Keep safe travellers wherever they 

may be in peril, share news of the roads and the dangers they attract, and stand fast 
against those who would threaten travellers. An additional stricture lies upon Wayfarers 
of Heredryr: to train at least two others to take their place.   2

As befits devotees of Fharlanghn, members of The Beaten Path are expected to be 
constantly travelling and to spend no more than three nights at a time in any one place. 
Unlike full priests of Fharlanghn, there is no expectation to explore new paths and 
undiscovered vistas. Rather, The Beaten Path attends to roads that connect existing 
settlements, especially those that are but lightly travelled.   Wayfarers of Heredryr often 3

have circuits that they follow, though these are not strictly followed and may take them 
all across the Sheldomar Valley. 

As a militant order within a nonmilitant faith, members of The Beaten Path face strictures 
that others do not. They may wear no armour in which a man may not march an entire 
day (ruling out the heavier forms of mail) and wield no weapon that cannot be replaced 
quickly and cheaply. In general, most members of the order follow the example of their 
founder and wield an iron-shod quarterstaff in combat. 

Members of The Beaten Path may not own property, nor anything else that they cannot carry 
with them, though it is not necessary that they carry all of their possessions with them at 
once: some effects may be left in the care of a patron temple, or with a person or 
organisation friendly to the order. 

!  More may be trained if the Wayfarer so chooses, but once two have been trained, a Wayfarer is considered 2

to have discharged this duty.

!  More commonly travelled roads are expected to be guarded by the lawful rulers of that area. Where he rule 3

of law is poorly observed, The Beaten Path are more often found along the main thoroughfares.



Members of The Beaten Path are typically human, but there have been notable members 
with olven blood over the years. !

Symbol 
The Beaten Path has as its symbol a bronze replica of the symbol of Fharlanghn. The 

Aspirant’s symbol differs from that of its parent faith in that it has two short vertical lines 
crossing the horizon. When the Aspirant becomes a Wayfarer, a third, longer vertical line 
is added at the midpoint between the two shorter lines.  



Marcian of Gradsul !
History 
Whatever nobility Marcian’s family line may have held, it was long since lost by the time of 

his birth. The son of a dockworker and occasional labourer and a seamstress, he was born 
into a nation that looked more fondly upon its glorious past than its troubled present. In a 
land overflowing with relics of the past, Marcian learned swiftly to despise the dusty 
chains that would tie him to someone else’s past. As soon as he was aware of the 
possibility, he held tight to a dream of leaving the dockside slums of Gradsul for 
somewhere better. 

Given that he had a greater gift for physical labour than for words or commerce, the one role 
that seemed likely to take him far from home was that of a soldier. It would not do, 
though, to become nothing more than the lackey of a local lord. Marcian wished to see 
something of the world first. He suffered from seasickness, so departing Gradsul for the 
Azure Sea was not an option. Instead, he took the next worst option, signing on as a 
guard on a barge that plied the Sheldomar between Gradsul and Niole Dra. 

The gilded city of Niole Dra was not much more to his liking than Gradsul, and Marcian 
never fully got over his seasickness. When the river was calm he could bear it well 
enough, but when the wind blew up his stomach heaved. After a year or two of mostly 
peaceful trips up and down the river, he jumped ship and instead signed on to the royal 
army, after a conversation in a tavern with a recruiting officer. 

As a result, he spent most of the next five years marching back and forth across Keoland and 
other nations. Actual fighting was rare enough, though he proved he had a talent for it. 
What he didn’t have a talent for was the regimented nature of army life. He adapted as 
well as he could, but was passed over for promotion in favour of better-connected men. 
Eventually, when his time of service was past, he simply left. 

His wanderlust had been sharpened, not sated, by his time on the road, and all that he had 
learned gave him a name for his desires: Fharlanghn. A free man, with a few pennies in 
his pocket, he sought out the nearest temple to the deity of the roads and offered his 
service. 

To his disappointment, the priests of Fharlanghn had little need for a former soldier, but 
there was one in the temple that day who saw something more in Marcian. His name was 
Barridus, and he took the younger man to a nearby tavern and questioned him about his 
life. 

It transpired that Barridus was also a former soldier and now a member of The Beaten Path, 
wardens of the roads of the Sheldomar Valley. He had come to the faith of Fharlanghn by 
the same path that Marcian was walking, and now he offered to be a guide and instructor 
for the younger man. Marcian accepted, and the next day at dawn the two men set out, 
Marcian now accepted as an Aspirant of Heredryr, a junior brother of The Beaten Path. 

In the next few years, Marcian found a faith that filled a gap in his life he had only glimpsed 
before. To walk the road before him and make it safe for others quickly became a purpose 
he was devoted to. This devotion was answered by his patron, and three years later, 
Marcian was anointed as Wayfarer of Heredryr, a full brother of The Beaten Path. 

Since that day he has continued to walk the roads of the Sheldomar, sometimes in company 
but most often alone. He knows that soon he must obey the strictures of his order and 
find an Aspirant to instruct, but he resists. He finds too much joy and satisfaction in the 
task that is before him to share it too readily. All that he needs is a stout staff, the 



occasional friendship of his brothers and sisters in The Beaten Path and an open road 
before him. !

Appearance 
In his early 30s, Marcian is a leaner, harder man than the stocky youth who left Gradsul. Of 

average height, his close-cropped blond hair is receding quickly. He wears a rough grey 
wool cloak over serviceable leather mail and a pair of stout leather boots that have been 
repaired and re-soled many times. The only weapons he carries are his quarterstaff and a 
small knife, which he never draws in anger. Though he can also wield a spear, he has not 
done so since he joined The Beaten Path. 

Upon his left cheek is a long scar from a goblin knife, and his right eyebrow is split from a 
blow in a tavern brawl during his time as a barge guard. His blue eyes are deep-set above 
a crooked nose and strong jaw typically decorated with stubble. His is the face of a 
brawler, not a priest, but his faith is no less strong for that. !

Demeanour 
Accustomed as he has become to travelling on his own, Marcian is a man of few words. It 

takes him a while to warm up to new acquaintances, but when he does, he is happy to 
share tales of the road. This is apt to happen faster if there is alcohol to be had - he’ll 
happily trade news and aid in return for ale, wine or anything stronger. His tendency to 
drunkenness is his main vice, and he considers it just as well that his travelling keeps him 
away from inns and taverns most evenings. 

Although his habits might suggest a man who prefers to keep the world at a distance, 
nothing could be further from the truth. Marcian is wholly engaged with the world around 
him and the project of improving it in the face of encroaching evil. It just so happens that 
he has found for himself a life’s task that suits him perfectly, and there is no time at 
which he is happier than at dawn, setting out on another journey, his staff in hand and 
stout boots on his feet.


